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Abstract
Coherent control is a fundamental challenge in quantum information processing
(QIP). Our system of interest employs a local, isolated electron spin to coherently
control nuclear spins. Coupled electron/nuclear spins are a promising candidate for
QIP: nuclear spins are used for information storage and computation due to their
long coherence times, while the electron is used as a spin actuator for initialization,
information transfer, control, and readout. This is the first implementation of a
local processor using the central qubit architecture.
In this work, a robust integrated system for coherent control of these spins is
proposed. The system includes a mechanical and cryogenic system for sample
handling, cooling, and suspension; computer software for experimental control
and optimal control pulse determination; and a custom-designed pulsed electron
spin resonance (ESR) spectrometer with digital signal acquisition and processing.
The spectrometer enhances and expands past contributions of J. S. Hodges and
J. C. Yang, who built a first generation device capable of amplitude modulated
control pulses. The new device features improved noise properties, higher power,
better carrier and sideband rejection, and a more customizable analysis via digital
signal processing. It also implements both amplitude and phase modulation of
control pulses. Further, it introduces the ability to address different resonances in
the spin system by switching intermediate frequencies while maintaining phase
coherence. Our work concludes with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) analysis that
demonstrates improvement of more than a factor of 15 compared to the earlier
device.
Thesis Supervisor: David G. Cory
Title: Professor of Nuclear Science and Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Quantum information processing (QIP) exploits the properties of entanglement
and superposition in physical systems to solve certain problems, such as factoring
and searching an unstructured database, more efficiently than classical processing
[2]. Liquid-state molecular ensembles containing nuclear spins were recognized
to be promising candidates for quantum bits more than a decade ago [9, 21].
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) has been used to perform quantum operations
and explore a variety of quantum phenomena [4, 7, 8, 19]. A number of key
achievements and prospects are reviewed [10, 56]. However, current techniques
in the liquid state are not scalable, a key requirement for a quantum computer.
Nevertheless, they remain an important testbed for quantum information concepts.
Both nuclear and electron spins are attractive candidates for qubits because
they are relatively well-isolated from their environment [14, 31, 36]. Nuclear spins
have long coherence times, but their weak magnetic moment also means that
thermal polarization is quite small at reasonable fields - this makes initialization
difficult without relying on some other method. The higher magnetic moment
of electrons allows for higher thermal polarization, and the hyperfine coupling
allows coherent transfer between electron and nuclear spins. Pseudo-entanglement
between electron and nuclear spins has been experimentally demonstrated [36, 37,
52] and quantum registers of nuclear spins coupled to an electron spin [14, 38].
The transport and optical properties of electron and nuclear spins provide many
Figure 1-1: Coupled electron/nuclear spin quantum information processor: a lat-
tice of isolated, non-interacting single electron / multiple nuclear spin spin clus-
ters. Each electron spin actuator is coupled to several nuclear spins via resolvable
anisotropic hyperfine interactions. In each cluster, a microwave control field drives
gates on the nuclear spin qubits via the electron. A spin bus transfers electron spin
states and connects the spin clusters to each other.
options for initialization and control [58].
Nuclear spins in the solid state coupled with quantum systems such as elec-
tron spins, superconducting circuits, or optics could become an integral part of
a quantum computer. The work described here focuses on one such system: a
crystal lattice of non-interacting spin clusters, consisting of a single electron spin
coupled to a set of nuclear spins. The nuclear spins are used for information
storage and computation, while the electron is used for initialization, information
transfer, control, and readout. In this arrangement, the electron can be thought
of as a spin actuator, and allows us to achieve universal control in selected ele-
cron/nuclear systems where the hyperfine coupling is anisotropic. The physics will
"Now 
. . ............. ......... ............ . .....
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be further discussed in Chapter 2. Fig. 1-1 shows a schematic representation of
a possible quantum computer based on nuclear spin qubits controlled by electron
spin actuators.
In this thesis, we briefly review the physics and control of this system in Chapter
2 before moving to a presentation of the new control system. Chapter 3 presents
the integrated system design, with a special focus on resonator development and
characterization and sample handling. In Chapter 4, we turn our attention to the
spectrometer control electronics necessary to deliver the modulation sequences to
the system and receive the resonant spin response. Special attention is given to the
noise properties of the system, and the chapter culminates with a comparison of
the SNR of the first and second generation electronics. Brief concluding remarks
and some future prospects are presented in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Physics and Control of
Hyperfine-coupled Electron/Nuclear
Spin Systems
In this chapter, we discuss the use of coupled electron and nuclear spins in solid state
quantum information processing (QIP). We begin by presenting the Hamiltonian
and energy level diagrams of electron/nuclear (e/n) systems. Initially we consider
the case of a single electron and single nuclear spin, then expand to the case of an
electron coupled to multiple nuclear spins.
2.1 Electron/Nuclear Spin System Hamiltonian
2.1.1 1 electron / 1 nuclear spin
We restrict our attention to a system comprised of a single spin-1/2 electron coupled
to a single spin-1/2 nuclear spin. The electrons are assumed to be identical and
sparse enough to be considered isolated. The three most dominant components of
the spin Hamiltonian are the electron Zeeman interaction Hez, the nuclear Zeeman
interaction Hnz, and the hyperfine interaction HHF,
Ho = Hez + Hnz + HHF- (2.1)
The Zeeman terms describe the interaction of the magnetic field with the re-
spective spin species. Assuming a sufficiently large magnetic field, the electron
Zeeman interaction will dominate and the electron spin will be quantized along
the external field. The electron Zeeman term is expressed as
P~e --> __Hez = NBogeS (2.2)
where Pe is the Bohr magneton and ge is the g-tensor, which is typically anisotropic.
Let the external field be described by Bo = Boz. With a g-tensor in the cartesian lab
frame, the electron Zeeman interaction can be written as
Hez = LBo (gzxSx + gzySy + gzzSz). (2.3)
After a suitable transformation of axes, this can be expressed as
Hez = Boge55S . (2.4)
S' is now aligned along a new quantization axis. With respect to the lab frame,
in spherical coordinates this axis lies at inclination angle 0 = tan-1 ( 7 T
and azimuthal angle <p = tan-(p). The effective g-factor is given by ge/f =
g + gzy + gz and S'. Since the electron Zeeman term is the dominant term, the
eigenvalue of S is a good quantum number for this system. For ease of notation,
reassign Sz = S' by working in the transformed frame of reference.
The nuclear Zeeman interaction is similar to the electron in its mathematical
form. However, the larger mass of the nucleus leads to a nuclear Zeeman term
roughly three orders of magnitude smaller than the electron Zeeman term; the ratio
of the Bohr magneton to the nuclear magneton is ~ 1800, and Eez(free electron) ~660.fgn Ez(free proton)
The nuclear Zeeman interaction is written as
Hnz = h BognI (2.5)
where the nuclear g-tensor gn includes the chemical shift, accounting for shielding
of the nucleus by the local electronic environment. The electronic anisotropy in
its interaction with the external field causes an anisotropy in the chemical shift.
The chemical shift is small and is typically on the order of parts per million of the
nuclear Zeeman energy, corresponding to parts per billion of the electron Zeeman
energy. It becomes relevant when it is comparable to quantum o and shouldqatmoperation time'
be accounted for when implementing many qubit gates. Assuming the nuclear
chemical shift anisotropy is negligible and the same external field Bo = B02 , the
nuclear Zeeman term is aligned along the z-axis
Hnz = ynBoIz. (2.6)
The hyperfine coupling between the electron and nuclear spins is independent
of the external field, and can vary widely in strength depending on the proximity
of the spins. It is comprised of two components, the Fermi contact interaction
and the dipole-dipole coupling. The Fermi contact interaction is isotropic and is
dependent on the electron wavefunction density at the nucleus. The dipole-dipole
coupling is the source of anisotropic terms. If we denote the hyperfine tensor as A
and the vector between the electron and nuclear spin as r, the hyperfine interaction
is expressed as
HHF = SI HFermi + HDD (2.7)
HFermi ~ 3 efegnn Wo(i O) 1S.1 (2.8)
po0 3(S - r)(- I) 1 - I29HDD = -y geegnn 5 29)
We consider the hyperfine interaction in two parts, isotropic terms and anisotropic
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Figure 2-1: Energy levels for le/in spin system with isotropic hyperfine coupling:
(a) energy splittings categorized by individual terms of the le/1n isotropic Hamil-
tonian; (b) eigenstates and allowed transitions.
terms. The hyperfine terms that do not commute with Sz do not result in first-order
energy shifts of the eigenstates, so we neglect them here. If the hyperfine term is
completely isotropic, the total Hamiltonian
Ho = WeSz + COnIz + 27AzzSzIz (2.10)
is fully diagonal. The resulting energy level structure is shown in Fig. 2-1.
If the hyperfine interaction is anisotropic, then its anisotropic component is
expressed as
AzxSzIx + AzySzly (2.11)
This is simplified to a single term by an interaction frame transformation about the
z-axis with angle <p tan-' (). The Hamiltonian is now block diagonal; if we
assign A = Azz and B = AZX + AZY, it can be expressed as
Ho = weSz + wnIz + 27A SzIz + 2n1B SzIx. (2.12)
We diagonalize the Hamiltonian using the unitary transformation
Ud = e-i(OTEIy+OEeIy) (2.13)
where E e and Ee are the electron spin polarization operators
1E , = -1I + Sz (2.14)2
1E _ = -I - Sz (2.15)
_ 2
and OT and 01 are the angles of the quantization axes in the electron spin-up and
spin-down manifolds, respectively:
OT= 1tan A -B (2.16)
01 = tan-A B (2.17)
The magnetic field vectors seen by the nuclear spin are illustrated in Fig. 2-2. Here
we have assumed the hyperfine coupling is comparable to the nuclear Zeeman
term, as has been the character of the samples under study thus far. Fig. 2-2 (a)
shows the components of the local field at the nuclear spin; in (b) the nuclear spin
is quantized along the z-axis, but the local magnitude depends on the electron spin
state; and in (c) the anisotropic term quantizes the nuclear spin along different axes
in the electron spin-up and spin-down manifolds. The system eigenstructure is
given by four basis states. Note that the electron spin quantizes the system, but the
nuclear components of the eigenvectors are mixtures of the nuclear Zeeman basis
states. The energy level diagram is illustrated in Fig. 2-3. The eigenvectors are
(a)
effective magnetic field vectors at
nuclear spin
(b)
Isotropic hyperfine coupling
Z
- a+@
(c)
Anisotropic hyperfine coupling
Figure 2-2: Local fields interacting with nuclear spin. In (a), the individual com-
ponents are depicted: the Zeeman field co aligns with the z-axis, whereas for the
hyperfine field the relative magnitudes of the isotropic a and anisotropic b compo-
nents depend on the orientation of the electron. In (b) we see the purely isotropic
coupling of magnitude a. If the electron spin is oriented along the +z-axis, the
nuclear spin interacts with a field of magnitude a + wr; along the -z-axis, the inter-
acting field is -a + w. In (c) we have anisotropic hyperfine coupling, tilting the
nuclear spin quantization axis away from the z-axis; the nuclear IT) and Ii) spins
are now mixed in each electron spin manifold.
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Figure 2-3: Energy levels for le/1n spin system with anisotropic hyperfine cou-
pling. The nuclear spin eigenstates are now mixtures of the nuclear Zeeman states,
denoted by as and pi; the mixtures are different in the two electron manifolds.
In current experiments, the nuclear spin with eigenstates lao) and Iai) in the the
electron spin-up manifold is chosen as the qubit in this system. The green arrows
(color online) indicate the forbidden transitions that are now allowed.
expressed as
|1) = It ao) = IT) ® (sin OT IT) + cos Ol)) (2.18)
12) = It a1) = It) 9 (cos OT IT) - sin t)) (2.19)
13) = [1 1) = 11) 0 (cos 01 It) - sin 0 l)) (2.20)
14) = |1 po) = 11) 0 (sin 0 It) + cos 0 1)) (2.21)
2.1.2 1 electron / N nuclear spins
We now generalize our discussion to a system of a single electron coupled to several
nuclear spins. The electrons are again sparse enough to be considered isolated. We
............. ............................
have the same three dominant terms Hez, Hnz, and HHF. The electron Zeeman term
remains the same as in Eq. 2.4. The nuclear Zeeman term is similar to Eq. 2.5, but
now the terms are summed across the i nuclear spins:
Hnz= - Y, Bogi. (2.22)
The hyperfine coupling is also developed similarly to the earlier discussion, but
now must be summed across the i nuclear spins. If we denote the hyperfine tensor
as A and the vector between the electron and ith nuclear spin as i', the hyperfine
interaction is expressed as
HHF = SAI = HFermi + HDD (2.23)
Hpermj 3 h g~ f3Y , gngiIO(ri = 0)12 S I (2.24)
pog~e gin 3(S- r)( - I) S - IiHDD er nin (2.25)
There are several weaker terms in coupled electron/nuclear spin Hamiltonians
that we have ignored. Nuclear-nuclear dipole-dipole couplings are likely to be
present in any multiple nuclear spin system, but are several orders of magnitude
weaker than hyperfine couplings. Typically on the order of 10 kHz, nuclear-
nuclear dipole interactions must be considered if operations approach 100 Ps in
length. Electron-electron dipole interactions can be quite strong but fall off as
r-3. Exchange coupling between electrons requires the orbitals to overlap; thus, the
electron spins should be sparse enough that these couplings are negligible. Systems
with grouped electron spins (S > j) can have a substantial zero-field splitting, and
nuclear spins with I > 1 can have a quadrupole interaction of non-negligible2
strength. One candidate sample we have considered, P-centers in diamond, has
such a quadrupole term. In future experimental implementations these effects are
likely to be important.
2.2 Universal Control via an Electron Spin Actuator
Universal control of anisotropic hyperfine-coupled electron/nuclear spin systems
can be achieved using only electron spin excitations [25]. The spin system is
placed in an external magnetic field Bo = B02. Control of the electron is achieved by
applying a transverse field B1 = B1 +B, at frequencies resonant with the electron
spin transitions. The Hamiltonian describing the interaction of the electron spin
with the applied field is
P eH1 = h geB1(t) - S (2.26)
= PegeB1(t) (Sx cos (Wmwt + 0(t)) + Sy sin (omwt + 4(t))) (2.27)
where wmw is the transmitter frequency in radians/second. For a fixed frequency,
we have two experimental parameters that can be varied with time: the magnitude
of the applied field Bi(t) and phase 0(t). In the 1St generation spectrometer design,
the phase 0(t) = 0 and spin actuator control was achieved using only amplitude
modulation of S,:
H1 = egeB1(t)Sx cos (Wmwt) = wi(t)Sx cos (omwt) (2.28)
In Chapter 4, we present new hardware in the 2 "d generation design that enables
both amplitude and phase control as in Eq. 2.27.
In the isotropic case, universal control can not be achieved using only electron
spin transitions. For example, in the le-1n case the electron spin transition S,
connects the state 1) to 14) and 12) to 13). Universal control requires addressing at
least three transitions, so the isotropically-coupled system requires direct excitation
of the nuclear transitions for universal control. This necessitates the use of electron-
nuclear double resonance (ENDOR).
The addition of the anisotropic hyperfine coupling enables universal control
through only electron spin flips. The S, operator now addresses all four transitions,
and the matrix elements indicate how strongly the transitions are addressed:
(1 jSxj 4) = cos(OT - 01) (2.29)
(1 |SxI 3) = sin(61 - 0Q) (2.30)
(2 JSxl 3) = cos(BQ - OT) (2.31)
(2 Sxj 4) = sin(Qj - O) (2.32)
The isotropic forbidden transitions are forbidden here when OT = 01. The allowed
and forbidden transitions are equal in magnitude when IO - 011= 7/4. We have
assumed that the excitation bandwidth is larger than (o, A, and B.
This reasoning extends similarly for larger numbers of nuclear spins if each
nuclear spin is anisotropically coupled to the electron. As the number of nuclear
spins grows, we reach a practical limit for the number of nuclei that can be coupled
to the electron: degenerate transitions cause a loss of addressability, and weakening
hyperfine strength inhibit effective excitation of the transitions.
2.3 Methods of Pulse Engineering
The electron spin actuator improves the efficiency of nuclear spin qubit control
because the nutation frequency of a spin is directly proportional to its magnetic
moment. Thus, addressing the electron spin requires shorter pulse times and less
power than applying control fields directly to the nuclear spins. Spectrometer
control is also simplified, because we can apply a single transmitter frequency
corresponding to the electron splitting and apply any unitary operation from there.
This is graphically illustrated in Fig. 2-4.
We perform unitary operations on the system by applying appropriate pulse
control sequences. Given a pulse sequence, it is straightforward to solve for its
action on a given initial state. However, it is much more difficult to find an appro-
priate control sequence to perform some desired operation. Numerical methods
offer effective solutions to this problem. Here we outline two methods of pulse
14)= [Jl$0
12) Jta1)
1)=ITa)
Figure 2-4: Spin actuator control. With a modulated excitation on only a single
transition, indicated by the wavy blue line (color online), we can perform a precise
unitary operation that excites all electron transitions (red arrows).
engineering: strongly modulating pulses (SMP) in Sec. 2.3.1 and GRAPE pulses
in Sec. 2.3.2. Current control techniques primarily reqlie on SMP pulses, as they
tend to be more robust to inhomogenieties and require less parameters during
calculation than GRAPE.
2.3.1 Strongly Modulating Pulses
The SMP algorithm applys quick high-power pulses at many carrier frequencies
and phases to average out the couplings between the spins, and result in effective
single spin rotations. The objective is to apply a desired unitary Uwant to a system
of intrinsic Hamiltonian HO by a series of control Hamiltonians Hk. The control
Hamiltonian is given by
Hk = Ap(cos(wft + #k)or + sin(4ft + #k)oy). (2.33)
This Hamiltonian represents an oscillatory magnetic field perturbation applied
orthogonal to the quantization axis of the spins.
An initial guess for the modulation parameters for the kth period of strong irra-
diation is made. These parameters are of, the carrier frequency of the microwave
27
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irradiation, Ak, the intensity of the magnetic field, #k, the phase, and Tk, the du-
ration of the kth period. The time-varying RF can be made time-independent by
going to a rotating frame and transforming Ho to H' = Ho - 1rfoa. The net unitary0 2 k Z
operator for the kth period is
U -- T k(H g+Ak(at cos Sk + k sin p3))
and the net unitary of the K periods of iradiation is the product of the Uk,
P
Unet = 17 UfcUk. (2.35)
p=1
Ufe represents the net frame change between the kh and (k + 1)th periods. It is given
by a collective a rotation by an angle 1k+lTk+1 - WkTk.
Now, we must compare the desired unitary with the calculated unitary. In our
experiments, we use the gate fidelity [18] as a measure of goodness. The gate
fidelity F is given by
F(Unet, Uwant) = wtr(UnetUwant (2.36)
Itr(UnetUnet )
Unet is a function of 4K variables, and F can be maximized by adjusting them.
One approach is to use the Nelder-Meade simplex [49] algorithm. We explicitly
calculate Unet and evaluate F for values near an initial guess in parameter space,
and the simplex search finds a local minimum which we hopes results in F = 1. If
not, we can repeat the algorithm with a different initial guess.
2.3.2 GRAPE Algorithm
Another control technique relies on an optimal control algorithm to find pulse
sequences that can be delivered by our spectrometer and perform the desired
unitary qubit operations with high fidelity. This algorithm was developed by
Khaneja and colleagues [32] and is named the GRadient Ascent Pulse Engineering
(GRAPE) algorithm. The complex evolution of the spin during the pulse sequence
Figure 2-5: GRadient Ascent Pulse Engineering (GRAPE). The pulse is comprised of
N steps of length At. The parameter Uk is the amplitude of the control Hamiltonian
Hk. Each iterative time step of the algorithm calculates the goodness of the pulse,
then adjusts Uk via a gradient until the target goodness is achieved or the algorithm
fails to converge.
averages out unwanted evolution. Its gradient-based optimization is a very robust
and efficient method to calculate derivatives of performance functions.
Our objective is to apply a desired unitary operation Uwant by appling a set of m
control Hamiltonians Hk to a spin system of intrinsic Hamiltonian Ho. The control
sequence is sequential, so the propagator during time step j is given by
U; = e-ist(Ho* Uk(j)Hk) (2.37)
Our operation is carried out over a total of N time steps. The total propagator is
expressed as
Utotai = UN UN-1... U2 U1. (2.38)
The algorithm varies the control Hamiltonian amplitudes Uk which define the mod-
ulation of the microwave excitation. The initial guess is a random sequence of Uk'S,
from which a goodness function CD is calculated. In this experiment we use the
fidelity squared as our goodness function
D = (Uwant|Utotal)1 2  (2.39)
= (UwantUNUN-1... U2  (U1 U2... UN-1 UN IUwant) - (2.40)
The inner product is invariant under cyclic permutation, so we can rearrange terms
to express this as
(UwantlUtotai) = (U' U +2 ---U'-1 U Want|U U- 1---U2U1). (2.41)
For compactness of interpretation, label the bra and ket of Eq. 2.41 as
(Pj = (U;+ 1 U;+ 2--- -UUwant
X;) = UjU;_1...U2 U).
(2.42)
(2.43)
Employing the matrix exponential formula
ex(t) x|- e(-a)x(t) dX(t) eaX(t)dca
dx fdt (2.44)
we calculate the partial derivative, to first order, of the propagator Uj with respect
to the control Hamiltonian amplitude Uk:
= -iAtHkUj
ouk
(2.45)
where we have defined
Hk 1 A- Uj(T)HkUj(
Uj() = e- iT(Ho+Ej Uk(j)Hk)
(2.46)
(2.47)
For sufficiently small time steps, Hk ~ Hk and we can express the gradient of the
goodness function
6Uq = - (PjlXj) (iAtHkX;|Pj) - (P;|iAtHkXj) (X;|Pj)
= -2Re ((P1 liAtHkX 1 ) (X;|P;)). (2.48)
The algorithm sets a threshold for the goodness function. If the threshold is
passed, then the algorithm converges at that pulse sequence; if not, then the control
parameters Uk are adjusted using the calculated gradient:
Uk(j) -- Uk(j) + e . (2.49)
buk(j)
This is repeated until a set of parameters Uk generate a propagator with the desired
fidelity. Fig. 2-5 from [32] graphically illustrates this process. If convergence is not
sufficiently improving, a new random guess is attempted.
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Chapter 3
Integrated System Design
Pulsed ESR spectrometers have existed since the 1950s, as research groups modified
CW ESR spectrometers to observe spin echoes. Technological advancements en-
abled the development of more sophisticated spectrometers in the 1960s [40, 5, 28].
More recent advances, largely due to the communications industry, introduced
microelectronics to pulsed ESR spectrometers [17, 16, 3]. Available commerical
pulsed ESR spectrometers, however, do not allow for arbitrarily fast modulation of
the microwave control fields, a necessary requirement for generation of our optimal
control pulses. This motivated the design of a custom system for our experimental
needs.
In this chapter, we present the design of an integrated experimental system to
coherently control the anisotropic hyperfine-coupled electron/nuclear spin qubits
previously discussed. Hoult [26] outlines several key sections of a nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) spectrometer, several of which map similarly to our electron spin
resonance (ESR) experiments. The electronic elements are principally discussed in
Chapter 5, while other system elements are outlined in the sections below.
3.1 Fields
The static polarizing magnetic field Bo is generated in our experiment by a water-
cooled Varian V-7200 9 inch fixed gap electromagnet. The BO field must have good
homogeneity and time stability over the sample. The field is set by an external field
controller, and is related to the resonance frequency w by the Larmor equation
W = yB (3.1)
where y is the gyromagnetic ratio and B = B0 + B1 is the sum of the static polarizing
field B0 and the control field B1. It should be noted that the electron gyromagnetic
ratio ye ~ 1.761 x 105MHz/T has a value approximately three orders of magnitude
greater than the proton gyromagnetic ratio yH = 2.675 x 102MHz/T. Thus, the B0
field for ESR experiments is typically smaller than NMR fields, to prevent extremely
high resonant frequencies where it is expensiveto obtain appropriate electronic
components for signal processing. For our experiments, convenient fields are
between 0.3 and 0.4 T and correspond to operating frequencies are around 10 GHz,
i.e. X-band frequencies (8-12 GHz). We stabilize the field by monitoring with a
Hall probe.
3.2 Probe
Our ESR experiment requires an oscillating magnetic field at microwave frequen-
cies. Use of a solenoid or any wire-based elements for the probe is difficult at these
frequencies, as the skin effect creates a high effective resistance and considerable
energy is lost to radiation [48]. One solution lies in the use of a microwave resonator
cavity as our probe. The cavity is excited by an inductively coupled loop at the end
of a coaxial cable. Design of the cavity is guided by desired Q factor, fabrication
capabilities, and a requirement for tunability of the resonance.
3.2.1 Design
Our probe is based on the bridged loop-gap resonator (BLGR) introduced by Pfen-
niger et al. [17, 47]. The BLGR is based upon the loop-gap resonator (LGR) due
to Froncisz and Hyde [20, 34, 35]. The BLGR consists of two concentric cylindrical
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Figure 3-1: Magnetic field vectors in bridged loop-gap resonator. The vector plot
depicts the desired resonant mode: the field is directed along the longitudinal axis
of the resonator, and achieves its maximum at the center.
metal films that are deposited onto an insulated substrate such as quartz, as in Fig.
3-1. The inner cylinder has at least one gap in the metal, over which a metal bridge
is deposited on the outer insulating layer to provide capacitance. This structure
allows tunability by rotating the bridge cylinder, varying the capacitance and thus
the resonant frequency.
Hirata and Ono [23] present a circuit model for the BLGR that is useful for
quickly approximating the resonator parameters. For more complete and accurate
modeling of the resonator and tuning mechanism, finite element (FEM) calculations
are needed. These calculations were led by J. Yang using the software package High
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Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) by Ansoft Corporation. The magnetic field
vectors in 3-1 are a representative sample of the results. The fields are solenoidal;
the plot shows the magnetic field directed along the axis of the BLGR, with its
maximum magnitude at the center of the resonator. Fig. 3-2 shows the ratio of
reflected to incident signal (Snl) vs. frequency for a set of tuning angles. We see
that by varying the angle of bridges relative to the gaps, the resonance frequency
can change by well more than 500 MHz.
The original BLGR we used was fabricated with a 4 mm diameter loop with
two 0.5 mm gaps and two 2.0 mm bridges at a diameter of 5 mm. The length of the
resonator is 8 mm. Silver paint with acrylic binder is deposited onto 4 mm and 5
mm diameter quartz ESR tubes, and the resonator is held in place by two separate
rexolite pieces to enable tuning. Rexolite was chosen for its low microwave loss
and easy machinability. However, the quality factor analysis presented in Sec.
3.2.2 showed the quality factor of this BLGR is rather low, Q < 100. A modified
fabrication process using chemical deposition of silver [54] was unsuccessful in
rectifying the problem. This motivated the design and fabrication of a new modified
BLGR.
The new BLGR design due to J. Yang features gaps in both the circumference
and longitudinal dimensions of the inner metal layer. Along the 8 mm dimension of
the metal, three equally space 0.2 mm gaps diminish the interference of secondary
resonances. Further, the fabrication was carried out professionally and gold was
used as the deposition metal due to the tendency of silver to oxidize over time. The
new resonators will be tested in the next generation of experiments.
3.2.2 Quality Factor
Definition
The quality factor Q is a measure of the decay of the oscillation of a cavity after
it is excited at resonance. The Q of a resonator is proportional to the time for the
amplitude to drop to le of its initial value. The target Q for our current resonators
Ansoft Corporation
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Figure 3-2: Su vs. frequency with variable tuning angle. S11, the ratio of reflected
signal to incident signal at the input to the coupling loop, reaches its local minima at
resonant frequencies; we aim to operate at the lowest dip among these. The tuning
angle is the relative angle between the bridges and the gaps. Matching, controlled
by the distance between the coupling loop and the resonator, is not adjusted during
this simulation.
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is roughly 250 to 500. We must strike a balance: higher Q resonators couple more
energy to the sample, but the Q must be low enough to allow addressing of the
hyperfine transition. The Q is defined as
Peak Energy Stored
Average Power Lost(
A formulation that is frequently employed in electronics gives
Q = (3.3)
~Af
where fo is the resonant frequency and Af is the bandwidth. Our resonator design
aims for a Q factor of approximately 250. This Q is selected to be as high as possible
for optimal power delivery, yet sufficiently low to allow a bandwidth that addresses
the hyperfine transitions necessary for our control.
Measurement and Calibration
The bandwidth definition of the Q of Eq. 3.3 is difficult to measure directly for our
system. This is because the intrinsic loss in the coaxial line and imperfections in
coupling to the resonator make it extremely difficult to accurately determine the
bandwidth Af; the losses are hard to characterize accurately, so the 3 dB points are
hard to determine.
A number of equivalent formulations have been proposed for Q factor mea-
surement, including Ginzton's impedance method [22] which has been adapted
for network analyzers [30] and the critical points method [55]. The most robust
method for our resonator conditions is the S parameter formulation due to Drozd
and Joines [13]. This method relies only on S parameter data at frequencies near
the resonant point of the resonator. This is well-suited for our resonators since they
feature multiple neighboring resonances and the coupling loss behavior described
earlier, and its reliance solely on S parameter data lends itself well to measurement
using a standard network analyzer.
This method is derived directly from the fundamental definition, Eq. 3.2. The
average power lost represents that dissipated within or coupled out of the network.
We express the resonator circuit in terms of a series impedance Zin expressed as
Zi, = R + jX (3.4)
where R is the circuit resistance and X is the circuit reactance, both functions of
frequency f. The network analyzer's source resistance Zo is assumed to be real and
50 0, invariant with frequency. The reactance X can be expressed as [43]
4 (WE - WH) (35)
II*
where WE and WH are the stored electric and magnetic energies, respectively, and
I and V are the input current and voltage. Further [43],
dX = WE +WH (36)
dco II*
where WE + WH is the total energy stored in the system. Since the total energy
stored in the system is maximal at the resonant frequency, the peak energy stored
is
[II*dX] _ .(3.7)8n1 df 
The average power lost is
1
-II*(R + Zo) (3.8)2
reflecting the total series resistance R + Zo. Substituting Eqs. 3.7 and 3.8 into the
definition of Q in Eq. 3.2, the loaded Q is expressed as
Q = Z dff . (3.9)2(R + Zo) f e
With this expression for Q, it remains to express R and Lx in terms of the S
parameters readily measured by the network analyzer. The definition of S11 is
S = zin zo (3.10)
Zin + Zo
Solving for Zin in terms of Su,
1 + Sni
Zin = Zo . (3.11)1 - S
We split S1 into both real and imaginary terms
Sn = Re[S11] + jIm[Sn ] (3.12)
and substitute this expression into Eq. 3.11 to obtain
((1 + Re[Sn ])(1 - Re[S11]) - Im[Sn ]2 ) . 21m[Snj]Zifl = Zo (1 - Re[Snl])2 + Im[S11 ]2  + jZo (1 - Re[S11])2 + Im[S 1 ]2 (3.13)
Thus, we can express the resistance
R = 0((1 + Re[Sn])(1 - Re[S11]) - Im[Sn] 2 ) (3.14)(1 - Re[S11])2 + Im[S 1 ]2
and the reactance
X = Zo 21MS 11  (3.15)(1 - Re[Sn ])2 + Im[S 1 ]2
in terms of the S parameters. Eqs. 3.14 allows the calculation of R at the resonant
frequency directly from the Su data. Next, we must calculate 2 at the resonant
frequency. We can calculate X from Eq. 3.15 around the resonant frequency using
the S11 data, then use a numerical derivative to calculate the slope. Since the
slope is a fairly linear function of frequency at the resonance, we can calculate the
derivative by
dX n(E fX) - (E f)(E X)
= 2n . (3.16)
df n(E f2) _ (E f)2
where n is the number of data points used to calculate the derivative. The method
is summarized as follows:
1. Collect S11 data
2. Convert S1n data into Re[Su] and Im[Sn] form
3. Determine resonant frequency fo
4. Solve for R using Eq. 3.14 at fo
5. Solve for X using Eq. 3.15 near fo
6. Use Eq. 3.16 to solve for
7. Use Eq. 3.9 to determine Q
To compare these Q measurement techniques, we applied them to a Bruker
X-band high Q cavity and an existing bridged loop gap resonator (BLGR) from
our experiment. The Q was computed for each resonator using the 3 dB points
method, the 45deg points in phase, and the S parameter method. The Bruker cavity
measurements are summarized in Fig. 3-3; the BLGR measurements can be found
in Fig. 3-4.
Our results for the two resonators are summarized below. Note that for both
resonators, the transmission losses can only be computed within an uncertianty of
1 dB, so we had to establish an estimated range for the Q rather than a value for
this method. This is an inherent weakness in the 3dB points method.
Bruker Resonator:
Method fo (GHz) Q
S Parameters 9.77 2590
3dB Points 9.77 2090
3dB Points with 1dB Loss 9.77 2870
450 Phase Points 9.77 3120
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Figure 3-3: Bruker high-Q cavity characterization: (a) ISn, Ivs. frequency showing a
clear single resonance with smooth surrounding evolution; (b) Unwrapped phase
of S11 showing 180 degree shift through resonance; (c) Polar plot of Im(S11 ) vs.
Re(S11) displaying an elliptical path; (d) Reactance calculated based on Su show-
ing a roughly linear trajectory at the crossing of the x-axis, corresponding to the
resonance.
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Figure 3-4: Bridged loop-gap resonator characterization: (a) ISuI vs. frequency
showing a dominant resonance, though curve is not as smooth as Bruker cavity;
(b) Unwrapped phase of Su showing 180 degree shift through resonance; (c) Polar
plot of Im(Sn) vs. Re(Snl); (d) Reactance calculated based on Su showing a roughly
linear trajectory at the central crossing of the x-axis, corresponding to the resonance
Bridged Loop-Gap Resonator
Method fo (GHz) Q
S Parameters 9.35 15
3dB Points with 3dB Loss 9.35 35
3dB Points with 4dB Loss 9.35 43
450 Phase Points 9.35 38
This measurement of a lower Q, 15-45, than the anticipated range of 250-500 is what
motivated the fabrication of the new BLGR discussed earlier.
3.3 Sample Handling
The sample is a 1 mm3 crystal that is placed at the longitudinal axis inside the
resonator. The sample handling in the 1st generation design was limited by the
need to disassemble the cryostat to change samples. This is very cumbersome since
vacuum sealing procedures have to be repeated, and all interior sealed surfaces
must be cleaned after the change. In the new design, we sought a more robust
handling mechanism that allowed for changing samples without disturbing the
cryostat.
The design due to my colleague C. Aiello resolved this problem. The sample is
glued to the bottom of the sample holder rod, and the rod is the appropriate length
to place the sample in the center of the resonator. The ceiling height is insufficient
to allow top-loading of the entire sample holder, so it is broken into two parts and
connected by a brass coupler. After loading the bottom part of the sample holder,
the top part is attached to the coupler and loading is completed. This coupler
is shown in Fig. 3-5. Circular baffles are responsible for guiding the concentric
descent of the sample holder through the cylindrical cryostat shaft. The baffles are
perforated to allow the flow of the cryogen through the cryostat. The full sample
holder design is presented in Fig. 3-6.
We devote the entire next chapter to a discussion of a new spectrometer elec-
tronics design.
Figure 3-5: [Color online] Brass coupler in sample holder linking upper and lower
rods. The brass coupler is depicted in red, the G1O teflon central rods in blue (top)
and green (bottom), and the G10 teflon baffles in gray.
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Figure 3-6: [Color online] Perspective view of entire sample holder, top on left and
bottom on right. Sample holder is made of G10 Teflon, except for the brass coupler
and its associated attachment screws. The baffles have four holes drilled in a radial
symmetric pattern to allow ready flow of helium through the cryostat.
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Chapter 4
Spectrometer Electronics Design
Pulsed ESR and electron-nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) have been used for
spectroscopic application for half a century [42, 41]. However, commercially avail-
able systems do not provide the requisite flexibility to employ custom low Q cavities
nor spectrometers capable of implementing optimal control pulses. Thus, we have
formulated a design for a custom-built pulsed ESR spectrometer for this purpose as
part of the integrated system design discussed in Chapter. 4. Our work enhances
and expands upon past contributions by J. S. Hodges [24] and J. C. Yang [57], who
built a 1st generation device discussed in section Section 4.1 capable of amplitude
modulated control pulses.
Cost and functionality needs have motivated a variety of other work in home-
built ESR spectrometers [27, 6, 44, 28, 50, 12], NMR spectrometers [39, 29, 33], and
ENDOR spectrometers [6, 12]. The custom-designed electronics in our spectrome-
ter serve three primary functions: (1) a signal transmitter to deliver optimal control
pulses to the probe, where they are coupled to the spin sample; (2) a signal receiver
to detect and amplify the resonant response of the spin sample; and (3) and signal
processor to condition and record the output of the receiver for later analysis.
4.1 1st Generation Design
Hodges [24] and Yang [57] developed a 1st generation spectrometer capable of
implementing optimal control pulses. The experiment is designed to run at X-
band (8-12 GHz), achieving acceptable polarization and sensitivity without making
electronic implementation prohibitively expensive or difficult. The excitation and
detection of the spin system is realized through a standard heterodyne architecture,
as diagrammed in Fig. 4-1.
The spectrometer relies on PCI based timing. A SpinCore PulseBlasterESR
pulse programmer resides within the PC, operating at 300 MHz: this allows for
3.3ns resolution for any instruction word. The pulse programmer provides 4 BNC
channels capable of driving TTL (transistor-transistor logic) lines in addition to 24
other channels buffered to drive additional components. The pulse programmer is
responsible for controlling switch gating, amplifier blanking, digital phase shifting
(for phase cycling), and triggering. Digitization was performed either with a
digitizer card within the PC or an external oscilloscope.
In the transmitter section, the microwave source signal is mixed up via a 160
MHz intermediate frequency (IF). Then the signal is modulated with the SMP
pulse shape via the 4 ns arbitrary waveform generator (AWG). Phase cycling is
implemented using a 6-bit digital phase shifter. A 12 W power amplifier amplifies
the signal directly prior to the excitation of the spin sample.
In the receiver section, the task of detecting the weak resonant signal emitted
by the spin system is accomplished. A PIN diode switch protects the receiver front
end from damage during power amplification and resonator ring down. A power
limiter is included for additional protection. The signal is subsequently mixed
down with the microwave source to the IF of 160 MHz. After IF amplification, a
90 degree hybrid splits the signal into in-phase and quadrature paths. A final mix
down to DC and lowpass filtering gives the signal readout, which is digitized by
a 500 MHz oscilloscope. A detailed diagram of spectrometer parts is given in Fig.
4-2.
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Figure 4-1: [Color online] Simplified 1st generation spectrometer block diagram.
The microwave carrier signal originates in a solid-state microwave source at the
frequency of an allowed electron transition. The carrier is modulated by the GRAPE
pulse mixed in from an arbitrary waveform generator. The signal is amplified by
a solid state power amplifier and delivered to the resonator via the coupling loop.
After the resonator ringdown, the PIN diode switch is closed and the electron spin
signal enters the receiver. The signal is amplified with a preamp, mixed down
to an intermediate frequency (IF), separated into quadrature components, mixed
down again to DC, and digitized. Phase cycling is accomplished via a digital phase
shifter.
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4.2 2 "d Generation Design
Building off of the functionality of the 1st generation design, there are several key
improvements that have been made in this work. While the earlier spectrometer
could only implement in-phase amplitude modulation for the SMP pulses, design
of an I/Q stage discussed in Section 4.2.1 gives amplitude and phase control of the
pulses. In Section 4.2.2, we outline changes to the IF stage that improved the noise
properties and spurious signals in the spectrometer. We also added the ability to
operate at a different resonance in the spin system by coherently switching to a
different intermediate frequency. This was accomplished by switching between
multiple direct digital synthesizer (DDS) sources linked to a common clock, thus
ensuring that phase coherence is not lost. Section 4.2.3 outlines changes to the
power amplification of the system, which increases the B1 field by more than a
factor of 4. We also introduced new functionality in our signal acquisition and
processing that allowed us more flexibility and gave us a further increase in signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR); these changes are the subject of Section 4.2.4. Finally, we
present our overall integrated electronic design in Section 4.2.5. All parts are
referenced by the labels assigned to them in Fig. 4-12.
4.2.1 I/Q Stage Design
The I/Q stage enables both amplitude and phase control of the optimal control
pulses by mixing arbitrary waveforms with both the in-phase and quadrature
components of the microwave carrier. The 900 hybrid Hybl equally splits power
into the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) arms. Each signal path is independently
modulated by the double-balanced mixers Mxrl and Mxr2 using waveforms sup-
plied by Channels 1 and 2, respectively, of the arbitrary waveform generator AWG1.
Thereafter, the I and Q signal paths are recombined via the nonresistive power com-
biner PC1. While I/Q modulators exist as integrated subsystems on the market,
our relatively high carrier frequency along with the high IF bandwidth of the SMP
pulses severely limits selection; thus, we have chosen to assemble the I/Q modu-
Chl I Ch2
Arbitrary Waveform
Generator
Figure 4-3: I/Q stage electronics: the signal is split into quadrature components via
a 90 degree hybrid. The quadrature arms are modulated by SMP pulses generated
by the arbitrary waveform generator. A nonresistive power combiner recombines
the quadrature arms into a single carrier path.
lator from discrete components to allow better design flexibility. The selection of
double-balanced mixers, one of the most common components used in the com-
munications industry, is much wider than the selection of I/Q modulators. The I/Q
stage design is shown below in Fig. 4-3.
4.2.2 IF Stage
The ESR probeheads used in our experiment resonate at X-band frequencies (8-12
GHz), a frequency range at which direct detection and digitization is difficult and
expensive. Using our heterodyne receiver architecture, the resonant response is
mixed into a lower intermediate frequency (IF) at which electronic components
are more readily available and direct digitization within the Nyquist criterion is
possible.
The 1st generation design used an IF of 160 MHz. While a variety of electronic
components are readily available at this frequency, there are a number of disadvan-
tages to having an IF that is two orders of magnitude smaller than the carrier. For
one, the upper and lower sidebands are only 160 MHz separated from our carrier
of approximately 10 GHz, so good carrier rejection and lower sideband rejection
are difficult to achieve. Another is that the signal bandwidth is 100 MHz, so the
receiver architecture of Fig. 4-2 relies upon a final mix-down to DC to readout the
signal. This is undesirable since effective filtering of low frequency signals is rather
difficult to achieve.
We improve upon this by increasing the IF by approximately an order of magni-
tude to 1 GHz in the 2 nd generation design. Our sideband separation is considerably
higher than the earlier design, and it also allows us to add another filtering stage
at the output of the single sideband upconverter for even better rejection. Further,
by digitizing the IF at a higher rate, we are able to achieve an increase in SNR via
decimation; this is described further in Section 4.2.4. The IF stage design is shown
in Fig. 4-4.
We also replaced the analog PTS source of the 1 st with a coupled direct digital
synthesizer (DDS) architecture. This gives us the ability to operate at different reso-
nances in the spin system, but we must maintain phase coherence while switching.
To accomplish this, all DDS chips are clocked from a common phase-locked oscil-
lator, and the phase can be reset to zero on demand using a control bits on each
DDS chip.
4.2.3 TWT Amplifier Integration
The 1 st generation design employed an 11 watt Microwave Power Solid State Am-
plifier, Model L1112-41-T139 as its main power amplifier, boosting signal just prior
to delivery to the probe. In the new design, a more powerful Keltec XR630-200
Direct Digital Synthesizer 1 single Sideband Upconverter
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Figure 4-4: IF stage electronics: a 2.5 GHz low noise phase-locked source provides
a common clock for two 1 GHz direct digital synthesizer (DDS) modules. A single
pole, double throw (SPDT) switch provides rapid on-demand switching between
the DDS sources; the signal passes through a bandpass filter and a buffer amplifier
before entering the modulation port of the single sideband upconverter.
Traveling Wave Tube (TWT) amplifier was employed, denoted in Fig. 4-12 as Amp4.
Increasing the excitation pulse power offers a number of benefits. Higher power
pulses allow us to more strongly modulate the electron spin, offering a greater
range of flexibility in excitation and easing the task of pulse engineering. Further,
higher power allows us to better dominate the inhomogeneous contribution to the
lineshape. In addition, with higher power it is possible to make the pulses sharper
in time.
These advantages come at the expense of increased leaking power that travels
in the opposite direction of the circulators. This leakage could potentially excite
the spins even when the pulse is off, but the greater problem is that this leakage is
noise. We counteract this through the use of the blanking switch S3 and a cascaded
circulator architecture for increased isolation.
The TWT amplifier delivers up to 10 dBm of output power when the input is
50 Q loaded. To attenuate this power, the blanking switch S3 is employed. The
switch is closed only during pulsing, and left open at all other times during the
experiment, in particular during detection. This ensures at least 80 dB isolation
minimum and 100 dB typical between the output of the TWT and the receiver front
end during detection.
In a typical communications transceiver design, a circulator is frequently used
to duplex the antenna port for simultaneous transmit and receive RF signals [53].
In our design the circulator serves an analogous role, transmitting the pulses to
the probe and then delivering the resonant response to the receiver front end.
However, typical ferrite circulators at X-band only offer isolation of 14 dB to 23 dB
between any two ports.
Increased isolation is achieved using a simple, economical cascaded circulator
architecture. This isolation boost is realized at all times of the experiment, but
is particularly important during pulsing when the blanking switch provides no
additional isolation to avoid overdriving the receiver. A single junction circulator is
depicted in Fig. 4-5 (a), connected to a probe and a perfectly matched receiver. The
circulator has an insertion loss of 0.3 dB and isolation of 23 dB, values representative
of the actual circulators used in our system. The transmit port Tx is isolated from
the RF coming back from the probe Prb by 23 dB. The receiver Rx is also 23 dB
isolated from the transmitter.
The 1St generation design relied on two cascaded circulators to increase isolation,
using the additional circulator with one port terminated in a 50 0 load. In this
configuration, the second circulator is often called an isolator. The transmitter
remains 23 dB isolated from both the probe and receiver, and the receiver is 23 dB
isolated from the transmitter. However, we see that the isolation of the probe from
the receiver has doubled to 46 dB, at the cost of doubling the total insertion loss
from transmitter to receiver. The doubling of the insertion loss from 0.3 dB to 0.6
dB is an acceptable consequence of such a pronounced increase in isolation. The
results are shown in Fig. 4-5 (b).
While this is a welcome improvement, the isolation specifications of primary
importance are those between the transmitter and probe and between the trans-
mitter and receiver. During pulsing, the TWT amplifier blanking switch must be
closed and thus the only sources of isolation are the circulators. With a 200 watt
pulse, 23 dB isolation can cause 1 watt of power to leak in the undesired direction.
With the triple cascaded circulator configuration, the effective isolation is raised to
46 dB between all combinations of the amplifier, probe, and receiver; this reduces
Transmitter
Tx-Prb iso: 23dB
Tx-Rx iso: 23dB
Probe
Tx-Prb iso: 0.3dB
Prb-Rx iso: 23dB
Receiver
Rx-Tx iso: 23dB
Prb-Rx loss: 0.3dB
Probe Reciever
Tx-Prb iso: 0.3dB Rx-Tx iso: 23dB
Prb-Rx iso: 46dB Prb-Rx loss: 0.6dB
Transmitter
Tx-Prb iso: 23dB 5Tx-Rx iso: 23dB
Transmitter
Tx-Prb iso: 46dB
Tx-Rx iso: 46dB
Probe
Tx-Prb iso: 0.6dB
Prb-Rx iso: 46dB
Rx-Tx iso: 46dB
Prb-Rx loss: 0.6dB
Figure 4-5: Cascaded circulator architecture. (a) a single junction circulator illus-
trating insertion loss (IL) and isolation (iso) between various ports. Isolation is the
same between all pairs of ports in this architecture. (b) A double junction circulator
with doubled isolation for only certain pairs of ports. (c) A triple junction circulator
is required to provide greater isolation between all three ports.
Variable
Gain W/G Probe
I Directional
Coupling
Loop
Low Noise Preamp
Traveling
Wave Tube
Amplifier
Figure 4-6: TWT stage electronics: the amplifier is a Keltec XR630-200 TWT am-
plifier with variable gain from 35 to 55 dB. At its output, a waveguide directional
coupler grants the ability to directly monitor the output signal when calibration
is necessary. The first PIN diode switch is used for blanking, while the second
is used for receiver protection: the first is closed during pulse delivery, and the
second during signal receive. The two switches are never simultaneously closed
so as to protect the receiver. Three cascaded circulators maintain desired isolation
specifications, and a power limiter provides a final failsafe before the low noise
preamplifier and receiver front end.
the leaked power to less than 10 mW. The resulting configuration is shown in Fig.
4-5 (c). The new TWT stage design is presented in Fig. 4-6.
The current setup allows us to operate at 75 W due to the power handling
limitation of the blanking switch S3. As discussed above, our cascaded circulator
architecture is already designed to provide sufficient isolation for the maximum
200 W power output of the TWT amplifier, or for even more powerful amplifiers
in the future. The only change necessary to enable 200 W output is to replace the
blanking switch S3 with a high power switch. A number of specialized microwave
component manufacturers are able to fabricate this device, and we have already
quoted a few options in case this upgrade is desired in the future.
4.2.4 Digital Signal Acquisition and Processing
Effective signal acquisition and processing is paramount in any effective experi-
ment. The 1st generation design featured two mix-downs in the receiver prior to
digitization: the first was to the IF frequency of 160 MHz, and the second was to
DC just prior to digitization. The second mix-down proved to be cumbersome in
operation, since it is difficult to effectively filter undesired DC and low frequency
signals that can propagate through the system. Further, a 90 degree hybrid was
responsible for the final split into I and Q arms, which inherently has poor isolation
and phase balance specifications at X-band frequencies: 18 dB and ±5 degrees,
respectively. Our new design achieves quadrature modulation digitally, and also
uses decimation to improve signal-to-noise ratio.
Digitizer
A number of system properties were improved upon in the 2nd generation de-
sign. Chief among them was the incorporation of a new digitizer that digitizes
the signal at the IF, without the second mix-down to DC. This grants us the signal
conditioning advantages discussed previously, in particular allowing much more
effective filtering of undesired low and high frequency content. The Nyquist cri-
terion mandates that we must digitize the signal at minimum 2 gigasamples per
second (GSPS) to avoid aliasing with our 1 GHz IF Acquisition schemes that use
repeated sample and hold capturing below Nyquist frequency are ineffective here
due to the inherently low SNR, so we truly need a faithful Nyquist capture of the
signal.
Our signal of interest is bandlimited to only about 100-200 MHz for the samples
under investigation. Thus, the multi-GHz bandwidth is all but wasted if analyzed
in that form. An increase in SNR can be achieved via decimation, that is, lowpass
filtering and downsampling down to the signal bandwidth. We denote continuous
time signals with parentheses, e.g. x(t), and discrete signals with brackets, e.g. x[n].
The digitizer obtains a sequence of samples x[n] from a continuous time signal x(t)
according to the relation
x[n] = x(nT). (4.1)
where n is an integer, T is the sampling period, and Fs = 1/T is the sampling
frequency. The normalized frequency f is expressed in terms of the sampling
frequency Fs as
f = F/Fs (4.2)
where F is the frequency in real units. Our digitizer quantizes its output x[n] to 8
bits, but the quantization error is much smaller than other sources of error in the
experiment and can be ignored for our analysis.
Now, it remains to select a digitizer appropriate for our design needs. Digital
signal processor (DSP) chips do not exist at operating frequencies appropriate for
our IF, so an analog to digital converter (ADC) followed by a DSP for on-board
filtering is not a feasible design for our experiment. Instead, a high-speed digitizer
is used for signal capture and transfer to a personal computer (PC), and then
digital filtering is performed in MATLAB. The digitizer data transfer speed must
be faster than the reset time for the experiment, so that rapid signal averaging can
be performed without significant change in experimental conditions. For these
needs we selected the GaGe CobraMax Digitizer, model CS14G8 operating at 4
GSPS. It features a PCI bus with a 200 MB/s data transfer speed, nearly an order
of magnitude faster than our projected needs with the T1 relaxation times for our
samples of interest. The added eXpert Signal Averaging Firmware Option, model
250-181-001 gives us the ability to signal average on board for added flexibility
and decreased reliance on data transfer. The digitizer also features a software
development kit for C, MATLAB, and LabView.
Decimation
The textbook presentation [46] of decimation often presents downsampling pre-
ceded by decimation, as in Fig. 4-7(a). The downsampler, denoted by I M, defines
a new sequence
Xd[n] = x[nM] = x(nMT). (4.3)
Downsampling is preceded in the decimator by lowpass filtering to avoid aliasing
[46]. The lowpass filter has unit gain and a cutoff frequency fe = 1/2M. While
this is theoretically sound, in practical implementation it is more computationally
x[n] M x1[n] 0 ~) y[n]
(a)
W H'(f) M
x[n] x2[n] y[n]
(b)
Figure 4-7: Equivalent decimation systems: (a) and (b) are equivalent assuming an
appropriate assignment of the filter H'(f) = H(f/M).
efficient to interchange the filtering and downsampling operations, thus reducing
the data to be filtered by a factor of M. If the lowpass cutoff frequency is changed
to be fe = 1/2M 2, then the output of this system in Fig. 4-7(b) is equivalent to that
of Fig. 4-7(a). To see this equivalence, let the input sequence be represented by
lowercase x[n] and its discrete-time Fourier transform (DTFT) be given by X(f).
Consider the system in Fig. 4-7(b); we have
X1 (f) = H(fM)X(f). (4.4)
The downsampler obeys Eq. 4.3, so the DTFT of its output is expressed as
Yf 1 = Z~ f - i (4.5)Y(f) = - , Xb M(45
i=0
Thus, the DTFT of the final output of the system in Fig 4-7 can be expressed as
Y(f) = MEZH(f - i)X M). (4.6)
i= 0 
)
However, H(f - i) = H(f), so
1M-1 (f 
-i)Y(f) = -H(f)XE X M (4.7)
Since X1 = n j X(Q), we see that
Y(f) = H(f)Xa(f) (4.8)
and thus the outputs y[n] of the two systems are equivalent. Thus, the downsam-
pling and lowpass filtering operations can be interchanged without affecting the
output, as long as the lowpass filter is appropriately modified as in Fig. 4-7.
Digital Quadrature Modulation
The 90' hybrid of the original design is replaced with digital quadrature modulation
[11] in the new design. Let fo be the center signal frequency with bandwidth of
26f. Let the signal input be denoted as x[n]. Then the DTFT is given by
X(f) = 1 x[n]e-j2fn (4.9)
n=-00
Assuming that x[n] is real, we can express
Re[X(f)] = _'- x[n]cos(2nfn) (4.10)
Im[X(f)] = _'- x[n]sin(27nfn) (4.11)
If we modulate the real signal x[n] by the complex signal ej2 nfon, the resulting
complex signal corresponds to a frequency translation
00
Xmod(f) = (x[n]ej2nfon )e-j2fn (4.12)
n=-oo
The original X(f) is nonzero for frequencies f satisfying -fo - 6f < f < -fo + 6f
and fo - 6f < f < fo + 6f. This modulation has the effect of shifting the center of the
negative band to f = 0 and the positive band to f = 26f. Only one component need
be considered for a unique reconstruction of the original X(f), so the modulated
signal can be lowpass filtered to the band -6f < f < 6f. This lowpass filter H(f)
will be an approximation to the ideal
Hideal(f) = 1 :o4Z<wi
0 : otherwise
Thus, the modulated and filtered signal's DTFT is given by
Xlpf(f) = Xmo(f)H(f) (4.13)
Fourier transforming back to the time domain, the signal can be written as
xpf (f) = x[n]ej2nfon * h[n]. (4.14)
Rewriting the complex exponential using Euler's formula, this becomes
xpf,(f) = x[n]cos(2nfon) * h[n] + jx[n]sin(2nfon). (4.15)
Defining Iout[n] = x[n]cos(2nfon) * h[n] and Qout[n] = x[nlsin(2nfon) as the in-phase
and quadrature components of the modulated, filtered signal, we have
XIpf[n] = Iout[n] + jQo0 t[n] (4.16)
Figure 4-8: Quadrature modulation architecture: digital input signal is modulated
into in-phase (top) and quadrature (bottom) components. Decimation is accom-
plished by downsampling first and then filtering, so as to reduce the computation
required in the filtering step. After filtering, we have our final in-phase Iout(t) and
quadrature Qut(t) outputs.
as desired. Thus, we have modulated the single input signal x[n] at the intermediate
frequency 1 GHz into quadrature components at baseband through purely digital
processing. Note that in practice, the DDS phase must be reset to zero at some time
to maintain a well-defined phase in acquisition. The final configuration is shown
in Fig. 4-8.
Signal Averaging
Signal averaging has long been used in magnetic resonance experiments to increase
SNR. Signal averaging is the co-adding of the responses from multiple experimental
repetitions. With signal averaging, the SNR increases in proportion to the square
root of the number of repetitions [45].
In our experiment, the key feature for meaningful signal averaging is that ex-
perimental conditions do not change significantly between repetitions. Practically,
this means that experiments should be repeated as soon as the sample becomes
repolarized. The digitizer was appropriately selected to have a fast enough bus to
transfer the experiment results to the computer in less than the experiment reset
time. In fact, this is not even necessary with the available firmware upgrade option
on the digitizer that enables on-board signal averaging; however, it is a useful fea-
ture in case the experiment time ever becomes longer than the on-board memory
of the digitizer.
It is computationally more efficient to interchange the order of signal averaging
and quadrature modulation / decimation. That is, rather than recording repeated
experiments, modulating, decimating, then averaging, we average prior to modu-
lation and decimation. Averaging (i.e. summation) is computationally much faster
on the digitizer board or in the PC than filtering, which requires either Fourier
transforms or convolution.
It remains to be shown that averaging prior to decimation does not affect the final
output. While signal averaging is a linear operation, the decimation operation is not
so we must prove that they commute. Consider the system in Fig. 4-9. This system
takes the modulated (see Section 4.2.4) signals xi[n] and decimates each individually
before signal averaging at the end. Assume, as described in Section 4.2.4 that the
IF center frequency is fo with a signal bandwidth of 26f. The decimation bandpass
filter has already been defined in Section 4.2.4 to have a cutoff frequency of 6f.
Thus, the real filter H(f) approximates the ideal lowpass filter
Hideal(f) = f <f
0 otherwise
Then the DTFT of ys[n] is given by
Ys(f) = Xs(f)H(f). (4.17)
LPFd
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Figure 4-9: Signal averaging after decimation: the input signals ximod[n] are each
individually decimated to form signals yd[n] which are averaged to form the output
xout[n].
Define a new sequence y2[n] as
ys[n] = ys[n/M] n/M an integer
otherwise
Taking the DTFT, we obtain
Yl(f) = YS(fM) (4.18)
and therefore
Ys(f) = Y2(f/M). (4.19)
Thus, if we obtain Ys(f) on -1/2M < f < 1/2M, we will have specified Ys for all f.
From Eq. 4.2.4, we see that
and
Y2(f) = Ys(f) (4.20)
YS(f) = Ys(f/M).
y [n] =
(4.21)
X1 nud[n] -
LPF
X2 mod[n] Xn] H(f ) M d XouJn]
0
XN nd[f]
Figure 4-10: Signal averaging prior to decimation: the input signals ximod[n] are
averaged to obtain xa[n], which is then decimated to form the output x0,t[n].
We can now express the averaged output signal as
xout1(f) = N yd[n]. (4.22)
S=1
Combining our results, we see that the final output is given by
xout(f) = N H(f/M)X,(f/M) (4.23)
s=i
If the signal averaging can be performed first, then we must be able to express the
output in a form equivalent to Eq. 4.23. Consider such a system as diagrammed
in Fig. 4-10, using the same modulated input signals Ximod as before. The averaged
signal input to the decimator is expressed as
Xa[n] = 1 Xk[n]. (4.24)
k=1
The lowpass filter is exactly the same H(f) as described before. After filtering, the
DTFT of the filtered signal y1 [n] is given by
Y1[n] = NH(f) X(f) = EH(f)X(f) (4.25)
k=1 k=1
The downsampled sequence yd[n] is defined by
Yd[f] fy 1 [n] n/M an integer
0 otherwise
and therefore its DTFT can be expressed as
Yd(f) = -Y1(f/M). (4.26)M
In this system, the output signal x0ut[n] = yd[n]. Combining our results in Eqs. 4.25
and 4.26, we can express
N
Xout2(f) = H(f/M)Xk(f/M). (4.27)
k=1
By Eqs. 4.23 and 4.27, we have shown the mathematical equivalence of signal
averaging before and after decimation. Thus, we can use signal averaging on
board to our computational advantage.
4.2.5 Full Spectrometer Design
With these parts of the system designed, we are now ready to integrate them into a
custom full spectrometer design. The spectrometer block diagram is presented in
Fig. 4-11. This gives a general overview of relevant spectrometer electronic parts
and connections. A detailed diagram with key electrical specifications can be found
in Fig. 4-12. Further information is available from the manufacturer specification
sheets.
Parts List
In this section, we present a comprehensive parts list of all components used in the
design to facilitate reference and acquisition. For convenience, the list is split into
parts we had to purchase and parts already in possession as of the publication of
this thesis.
Purchasing List:
Component
4 GSPS CobraMax Digitizer
eXpert Signal Avg. Firmware
SDK Pack for C/Matlab/LabView
Receiver Front End
Single Sideband Upconverter
Frequency Reference @ 10MHz
4 Additional 10 MHz Outputs
DDS Evaluation Board
Solid State Switch 1P2T
SPST Switch 3ns Switch Speed
Buffer Amp 6dB Gain
LNA Preamp 25dB Gain
IF Amp 47dB Gain
LO Amp 14dB Gain
2.5GHz Phase Locked Oscillator
DC Block 0.01-18GHz
90 Degree Hybrid 6.0-12.4GHz
Power Combinder 8.0 t-12.4GHz
Power Divider 2.0-4.0GHz
Double Balanced Mixer 8-12GHz
Vendor
GaGe
GaGe
GaGe
Miteq
Miteq
SRS
SRS
Euvis
Trilithic
CMC
Miteq
Miteq
RF Lambda
Mini Circuits
Phase Matrix
Mini Circuits
ATM
ATM
ATM
Miteq
Catalog Number
CS14G8
250-181-001
200-113-000
ARM0812BO5V
SSM0812BO5V
FS725
Option 01
DS856
PS-3.5/2S-5V-TTL-R
CMCSO947A-C2
AMF-1F-08001200-35-5P
AFS3-08001200-14-ULN
RLNA09MO1G
ZX60-3011+
PLS-2500-QE10
BLK-18+
H916
P216
P214
DM0812LW2
I/Q Filter
SSB Filter
IF Filter
LO Filter
Integrated Mic.
Integrated Mic.
Integrated Mic.
Mini Circuits
938052
938053
938054
VBFZ-1065+
Existing Components List:
Component
6 Bit Digital Phase Shifter
RF Amplifier
Double Balanced Mixers
Arbitrary Waveform Generator
Microwave Source
Variable Attenuator
TWT Amplifier
Waveguide Directional Coupler
Waveguide Circulator
SPST Switch
Coax Circulators
Limiter
Personal Computer
Vendor
Miteq
Miteq
Miteq
Tektronix
Agilent
ATM
Keltec
Waveline
JQL
ATM
DiToM
Eclipse
Dell
Catalog Number
PS-0618-360-5-5.6
AFS2-10701370-22-10P-4
DM0812LW2
AWG5002
E8241A PSF-L
AF066-10
XR630-200
Broadwall WR-90
JCWR90-27-9250T10K25
S1517D
DF7392
EPL8012
4.3 Spectrometer Signal-to-Noise Ratio
An excellent quantitative measure of the improvement realized through the 2 nd
generation design is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). To perform this calculation,
we must first calculate the two-pulse spin echo intensity and the noise in our
system.
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4.3.1 Calculation of Two-Pulse Spin Echo Intensity
Precessing electron spin magnetization induces a current in the walls of the res-
onator, given by
d4p
Vs =N- (4.28)dt
where Nt is the number of turns in the resonator and # is the magnetic flux produced
by the spin magnetization, Mo. Our BLGR is a single turn coil, N = 1. Since the
flux density produced by the spin magnetization is poMo, # can be expressed as
#0 = PoqA - Mo (4.29)
where A is the cross-sectional area of the resonator, q is the filling factor, and po is
the permeability of free space. If the magnetization is projected fully into the xy
and the full spectrum of spins is excited, the peak voltage for our resonator is
Vpeak = P 0Aco0M0. (4.30)
The spin magnetization is given by [51]
Mo = Ns 2h2Bo (4.31)4kBT
where Ns is the spin concentration, y is the gyromagnetic ratio of the electron, h is
Planck's constant divided by 2n, B0 is the static magnetic field, kB is Boltzmann's
constant, and T is the temperature in Kelvin. Calculations for the 1 mm3 sample
of irradiated quartz used for our calibration procedures are made using N = 3 x
10" spins/cm3 (±10% uncertainty) [15] and the resonator parameters as presented
previously.
From [51], the output voltage Vo of the resonator to the coupled loop is
V0 = Vs (4.32)1 + 7 R
72
where R is the resistance of the resonator and Zo is the impedance of the transmis-
sion line, in our case 50 Q. The coupling parameter P is
2Q (4.33)Q
where Qu is the unloaded quality factor and Q is the loaded Q. In our current
generation of BLGRs, we estimate p ~ 20, and this has been reported by Rinard et
al. in [51]. Combining these results and assuming perfect matching, we can write
the voltage as
Vo = NsiypoAw y2h2Bo (4.34)1+P 4kBT
For our calculations, our operating frequency is w = 2n1 x 10 GHz and Bo = 356
mT. We assume that the spectrometers are used with identical resonators (identical
Q and P) with the same filling factor q. This results in a signal Vo = 4.8pV out of
the resonator. In the 1st generation device, the total net gain between the resonator
and digitizer is 66 dB; thus, the voltage measured at the digitizer is calculated to be
V1 = 9.6 mV. For the 2nd generation, the total net gain is 95 dB and Vp = 267 mV.
4.3.2 Calculation of Noise
In addition to the increased signal level in the 2nd generation spectrometer, its noise
properties also differ from the 1st generation. Noise calculations are necessary to
compare the SNR of the two spectrometers. We assume that the noise generated
from the resonator is thermal noise, caused by the Brownian motion of electrons in
a resistor. We can express the available noise power nth(f), in W/Hz, as [1]
nth(f) = kBT. (4.35)
This is the power that will be delivered to a matched load. The noise power in
watts nth is nth(f) multiplied by the effective noise bandwidth BW of the system,
frequently determined by the last stage of the spectrometer.
In our analysis, we will employ the concept of noise temperature [1]. The noise
temperature Tn of a component is the temperature of a resistive thermal noise source
that would produce the same noise power as that component. If the component is a
resistor, the noise temperature is the physical temperature of the resistor; however,
the noise temperature can be calculated for any component even when the noise
source is not thermal. Using network analysis, we can calculate the total effective
noise temperature and determine the total noise voltage.
Many companies specify the noise figure for a variety of components they
manufacture. The noise figure of a device is the ratio of the output noise power to
the portion of that power attributable to thermal noise in the input termination, at
standard temperature To = 290 K. The noise figure can be expressed as a ratio, but
it is frequently given in decibels dB = 10 x logio(ratio). Thus, a noiseless component
has noise figure NF = 1, or equivalently 0 dB.
We can calculate the noise temperature of a component given its noise floor.
The noise power at input due to thermal noise at standard temperature is kBTO.
The noise power density is added by the network is given in terms of its effective
temperature Tc as kBTc. Thus, the total noise power density at the output is
pe(f) = g(f)kB(To + Tc) (4.36)
where g(f) is the gain of the component with respect to frequency. We will assume
our components have constant gain g across the noise bandwidth. Dividing by the
contribution of the thermal input source g(f)kBTo, we calculate the noise figure to
be
NF = 1 + -C (4.37)
TO
As a check, a noiseless component has effective temperature Te = 0, so NF = 1. The
effective temperature in terms of noise figure is
Te = To(NF - 1). (4.38)
For a cascaded network consisting of n blocks, with the output of each compo-
nent connected to the input of the next, then the resulting effective noise tempera-
ture is given by the Friis equation
TTot = Tc1 + + Te + T'" (4.39)
gi gig2 gig2. -gn-1
where Tei is the noise temperature of the ith stage, and gi is the power gain of the
ith stage. Thus, the noise figure of a cascaded network is primarily determined
by its earliest components, even in future ones have a higher noise figure. It is
advantageous to place amplifiers with the lowest noise figure first.
Carrying out the calculation, we find that the effective noise temperature of the
1 st generation receiver is T1 = 1134 K. The effective bandwidth of the receiver
is determined by the oscilloscope, which has BW 1 = 500 MHz 1. After gain, this
corresponds to a noise voltage at detector nth1 = 39 mV.
For the 2nd generation receiver, the noise temperature is T2 = 921 K and we
can immediately see the improved noise properties of the new device in its lower
noise temperature. The effective bandwidth of the receiver is BW 2 = 200 MHz,
determined by the IF filter and the digitizer. After the system's higher net gain, the
noise voltage at the detector is nth2 = 876 mV. Note that this noise voltage is higher
than the first system because there is an additional 30 dB of gain, not because the
noise properties are worse.
4.3.3 Calculation of Signal-to-Noise Ratio
The signal-to-noise ratio is defined as the power ratio between the signal and
background noise,
SNR = signal 4.40)
Pnoise
where P is the average power. Assuming measurements are made across the
same impedance, SNR can be expressed as the square of the voltage ratio. SNR is
'This is the bandwidth that the oscilloscope was set at in earlier experiments, but it could have
been lower since the IF frequency is only 160 MHz, which would improve SNR.
frequently quoted in decibels since many signals have a wide dynamic range.
Signal Averaging
An SNR improvement method that is frequently employed in NMR and ESR is
signal averaging. It is accomplished by taking the average of several signal ac-
quisitions made under similar experimental conditions to suppress the effects of
random variations and random artifacts. The approximate improvement in SNR
due to signal averaging is
SNR oc (4.41)
where NA is the number of acquisitions made under essentially unchanged experi-
mental conditions. In past experiments, we have been able to successfully average
thousands of experiments due to the short T1 and experimental reset time.
Oversampling
An SNR improvement can also be realized via oversampling. Oversampling is the
process of sampling a frequency with a sampling frequency Fs significantly higher
than the Nyquist frequency FN, which is twice the bandwidth being sampled. The
SNR improvement after oversampling is expressed as
FsSNR c --. (4.42)
FN
In our 2 "d generation spectrometer, Fs = 4 GHz while the Nyquist frequency for
the current bandwidth BW 2 = 200 MHz is only FN = 400 MHz; thus, we realize a
factor of 10 improvement in SNR via oversampling.
Comparison of SNR
We are now equipped to make a quantitative comparison of the two spectrometers
by comparing the SNR in each. The results are summarized in the table below for
varying numbers of acquisitions. We assume that the spectrometers are used with
identical resonators (identical Q and P) with the same filling factor r; this allows a
direct comparison of the electronic performance in each. SNR1 represents the SNR
of the 1st generation spectrometer, SNR2 that of the 2nd generation spectrometer
without oversampling, and SNR20 with oversampling as described above.
SNR Comparison
NA SNR1 SNR1 (dB) SNR2 SNR2 (dB) SNR20 SNR20 (dB)
1 0.06 -12 dB 0.09 -10 dB 0.91 -0.4 dB
16 0.24 -6.3 dB 0.36 -4.4 dB 3.6 5.6 dB
256 0.94 -0.3 dB 1.45 1.6 dB 15 12 dB
1024 1.9 2.8 dB 2.9 4.6 dB 29 15 dB
4096 3.8 5.8 dB 5.8 7.6 dB 58 18 dB
We calculate that the new spectrometer improves upon the SNR by a factor of
more than 15. This is comprised of a factor of 10 improvement via oversampling
(which was not done in the earlier spectrometer), and another factor of 1.5 im-
provement in improved component noise properties and arrangement. The SNR
improvement is significant: one must average 230 experiments to obtain the single-
shot SNR of the new device. However, this is not the only advantage of the 2nd
generation spectrometer over the 1st. We review the other improvements that we
have discussed above in the concluding chapter.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Prospects
In this thesis, we have reviewed the idea of spin actuator control for quantum
information processing and presented a robust integrated system for exploring
it experimentally. In this system, we achieve universal control via electron spin
flips and free evolution if each nuclear spin has a resolved anisotropic hyperfine
interaction. Optimal control techniques are used to find modulation sequences that
perform any high-fidelity unitary operation on the nuclear spins. The electron spin
actuator improves the efficiency of nuclear qubit operations as compared to direct
nuclear spin control, and offers the possibility of scalability.
Our integrated system design includes sample handling and cryogenic cooling,
a programmed software interface, implementation of optimal control modulation
sequences, and a robust custom-designed pulsed ESR spectrometer. The spec-
trometer significantly enhances its predecessor, and improves SNR by more than a
factor of 15. Furthermore, its customizable digital signal processing and outstand-
ing noise properties ensure readiness to handle a variety of changing sample and
experimental conditions.
By introducing an I/Q stage, we enabled both amplitude and phase modulation
of the control pulses as compared to only amplitude modulation in the earlier
spectrometer. This will improve control on the system. Further, the IF frequency
was increased from 160 MHz to 1 GHz, enabling better filtering and carrier and
sideband suppression.
The new spectrometer also adds the ability to operate at different resonances in
the spin system by coherently switching to a different intermediate frequency (IF).
A coupled DDS architecture was introduced to accomplish this while maintaining
the requisite phase coherence. The DDS chips are all clocked from a common
phase-locked oscillator, and the phase can be reset to zero on demand using a
control bits on each DDS chip.
The cascaded circulator architecture of the new system allows up to 200 W
output power from the TWT amplifier, with sufficient isolation to minimize noise
leakage into the probe or receiver. The current design operates at a maximum of
75 watts due to the power limitation of the blanking switch S3; upgrading this to a
high-power switch is the only modification required to enable operation at 200 W, or
even higher with future amplifiers. The increased power as compared to the earlier
spectrometer will allow us to more strongly modulate the electron spin, offering a
greater range of flexibility in excitation and easing the task of pulse engineering.
Further, we will better be able to dominate the inhomogeneous contribution to the
lineshape and make the pulses sharper in time.
There are many future prospects for the coupled electron/nuclear spin system,
and for the control system we have designed for its control. One important question
to be explored with this setup is the nature of decoherence of nuclear spin qubits
in these systems. The spin actuator could also potentially be used to amplify the
signal from a single nuclear spin, analogous to entanglement assisted metrology
demonstrated in liquid-state NMR [7]. The ability to perform precise unitary oper-
ations while sitting on a single transmitter frequency would also have applications
for spectroscopy. Further, progress in spin actuator control could be an important
step towards better control of quantum information, and the eventual realization
of a quantum computer.
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